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The mediation settlement reached between
EWSC administrators
and black students is
examined. (Page 4)

The Easterner's new
entertainment editor
conducts an interview
with "Heart" the
Northwest's hottest new
band. (Page 8)

Dr. Raymond Whitfie Id has been appointed acting Vice
President for Academic
Affairs. (Page 2)
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EWSC Grades 55% A's, B's
possibility o f lay-o ffs beca use of student
tran l'e rs to different depa rtm ents or even
oth er shcools.
Editor's note. The information and opiA nother rea on for the higher grading
nion in the following article was provided by
may well be a carry-over from the Viet
reliable sources on the EWSC campus.
Na m e ra. Sympathetic professors doled
Because of the controversial nature of the
out good grades to keep students out of
subject matter, the names of the sources
the draft.
have been withheld.
Now, the grading scale is so
meaningless that graduate schools must
Approximately 55 per cent of grades
resort to testing applicants before accepgiven at Easterri last Fall quarter were
·•A's" or' .. B's' ', while only two per cent
ting them . Cummulative g.p.a.'s can no
Fall 1975
were .. F's", according to a reliable faculty
longer be trusted.
Dr. Raymond P. Whitfield,
(course levels)
Last fall, 59 per cent of the grades for Dean of Graduate Affairs, was
source. This is part of the continuing
100 200
300 400
500
500 course level classes were '~A's". The -recently appointed Acting
.. grade inflation" which became a
A's
37% 31% 37% 45% 59% I
lowest percentage of•• A's" was in the 200 Vice-President for Academic
national trend in the '60's.
B's
31% 32% 36% 37% 34%
level with 31 per cent.
.. Although grades are getting better and
Affairs. ·
C's
24% 30% 21% 15%
6%
Percentages of .. F's" for all course
better," according to U.S. News and
Whitfield fills the p0sition
D's
5%
4%
5%
2%
0%
levels ranged between two and three per vacated by Dr. Philip R.
World Report, .. there is little evidence that
F's
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
cent. The Social Work department issued Marshall who was named
students are getting smarter and smarter.
Scores in the Scholastic Aptitude Tests comparative study of grade percentages_ no failing grades last Fall. Other executive vice-president
(SAT), tak~n annually by 1.4 million between EWSC and Gonzaga, but . Dr. departments gave out one to seven per following the resignation 0f
.
college-bound high-school graduates, DuPree, registrar at Gonzaga, said it cent failing grades.
President Emerson Shuck.
would take about three weeks· to compile
have been declining for years."
The question to be considered here
Dr. Duane G. Thompson
The trend may be reversing itself, the statistics. The Easterner's source ob- is- are over half of Eastern's students will increase from half-time to
.however, in light of demands of students, tained the EWSC information within one academic~lly better than average?
full-time his assignment as
parents, graduate schools and businesses day . Gonzaga did offer a nine-year-old . Another controversy concerns the Associate Dean of Graduate
to return to a meaningful grading system. study.
· abuse of the no credit (NC) grade. Studies and will be in charge of
Although Eastern professors aren't Originally, the grade was intended to help that office.
A decrease in ••A" grades and a cordirectly
instructed to give higher grades, it out students who were unable to attend
responding increase in .. C" grades was
The temporary apreported last year by the University of is understood that higher grades keep class for some reason, such as illness.
pointments of Whitfield and
students in school which in turn provides
Washington.
Professors are bestowing the NC grade Thompson along with a few
There is a general philosophy floating the college with revenue sources.
upon students as an alternative to issuing secretarial changes were anBesides providing a revenue source, failing grades. This practice is unfair to nounced recently by Dr.
issuing undeserved grades prevents the better students.
Marshall. The appointment of
Whitfield was approved by the
Board of Trustees while the
appointment of Thompson i_s
expected to be approved soon .
nion regarding the situation
After three hours of de- violation of statute occurs in
Marshall said this week he
and was instructed at that time
liberation over wording and the part of the statute which
recommended the appointto work with Vice President of
content, the AS Legislature states that Service and Acment of Whitfield because of
Business and Management
last Monday approved a letter tivities fees may be used .t o pay
his experience, confidence in
Fred
Johns
in
presenting
an
for
student
service
buildings,
to the Board of Trustees outhim by the faculty, and
I:
lining their grievances over the but specifically omits · outline of the situation to the because. in general he ~as the
,,, :1
·1111t}
Attorney General's office for,
payments for academic
Isle Hall issue.
man best suited for the shortan opinion.
In I 972, Isle Hall was buildings.
term appointment.
As of last Monday, an outS and A fees have been used
changed from the Isle Student
Whitfield, who will officially
U n i o n B u i Id i n g to t h·e since the building's classifica- line had been delivered to remain Dean of Graduate AfHampson in the form of a
academic classification of Isle tion was changed in October
fairs, will retire at the end of
rough
draft from John's office.
of 1972 to pay for bond
Hall.
the next academic year.
The legislature had earlier
payments
on
the
facility
.
Upon
advice
of
attorney
Whitfield said this week he
Douglas Parks Sly has been
requested that. Hampson reply
The
legislature
believes
that
Daryl
Phillipson,
a
member
of
expects
to remain in the office
named the new editor of The
to
the
advice
of
attorney
all
payments
before
October
of
of vice-president for academic
Easterner by the Publications the State College Council of
P.hillipson by submitting a
'72
meet
the
requirements
of
which
Eastern
is
also
a
affairs until at least August 31
Commission.
draft of the letter' to go the
when the new president is
Sly, the only applicant, was member, the letter will cite an the statute, but all subsequent
Board for consideration and
payments
are
in
violation.
apparent
violation
of
the
exp ected to be named or until
named last Thursday to
possible amendment.
At
the
February
BOT
Washington
Regulatory
Code
January I when Pres~dent
replace former editor_ Robert
At the start of Monday's
Shuck's term of office officialStrenge who relinquished the and will request that the viola- meeting, AS President Tom
meeting it was learned that
H
am
p
so
n
i
n·f
or
med
the
tion
cease.
ly expires.
post following a two-quarter
The legislature believes a Trustees of the students opi- Hampson was in the process of • . He said the academic affairs
term.
drawing up the letter, much to
office· and related departments
Strenge included among his
the chagrin of man·y
are functioning well and he has
reasons for leaving the strong
legislators.
1
planned no changes.
desire to graduate as soon as
While waiting for Hampsb~
Whitfield came to the
possible.
to finish his draft, th e
college
in 1949 and was a
Sly, a graduate of Sallisaw
ficers last Friday. Jamie legislature proceeded to work
Kit
Jaquish,
Morrison,
High School, Sallisaw,
Evans, Pearce, told police that on an amendment to a letter professor of education until
reported
to
Campus
Safety
last
Oklahoma, assumes the post
she left for Spring break submitted by legislator Louis 1953 when he was named
Thursday
that
her
wristwatch
director of Graduate Studies.
with two quarters experience
was take'n from an · open March 17 and upon returning Musso.
He became Dean of Graduate
as news editor of The
March 28,
steam iron, a
The Hampson letter was a
Ea s terner . He completed fieldhouse locker while she sheepskin rug,- an American letter taken from the garbage Studies in 1965.
courses offered by Eastern's was - swimming.
Tourist cosmetic case, and a can in his office after HampThree incidents of theft were gold chocker valued at $ 100
Journalism Center in Spokane
son had left and was rejected
last year.
reported to Campus Safety Of- were missing.
as being too · evasive.
Filing for the office of AS
John Manamakis, 739 W.
In adopting the final version
Fifth St., told Campus Safety of the letter to the Board, the president and legislative
that someone had picked the legislature requested that positions 11-15 closes at 3 p.m.
Phase Ill equipment room Hampson place his signature on April 14.
Applicants must file in the
lock and had stolen four along with the others that will
AS
office on the third floor in
sweatsuits valued at $ I40.
appear on it.
Judd B. Smelcer, Sutton,
On Tue s day, Hampson the PUB.
Qualifications for AS
told police that two $20 bill
reportedly objected to the atpositions
include a minimum
were stolen from his room . Ac- titude of the legislature in sencording to the report, Smelcer ding the letter and refused to 2.00 cumulative grade point.
Legislative positions require
had placed the bills inside a sign it.
picture in his desk drawer and
The legislature feels that ac- one-quarter residence · and the
both bills had his initials tion is now needed to get the office of president requires a
(J.B.S.) on the upper right issue before the Board because five-quarter residency.
Applicants who wish to subhand corner.
the bond payments on Isle
mit
policy statements to The
A Campus Safety officer ad- Hall will be completed in the
vised him to .. go to the PUB, next six months and any hope Easterner must do so by ~pril
Cahsier' s Office, and Goofy's of getting back monies already 13. Arrangements for a photo
and check to see if anybody spent and future payments will session should be made by the
same date.
had spent them."
.be lost.
April 8, 1976
Easterner
around ca mpu s th at Eastern doesn't dr aw
hig h ca liber students a nd the professors
g rade accordingly.
Thi s philosophy would be ha rd to prove
or di sprove since "grade inflation" has hit
even the most prominent schqols. U. S.
News and World Report said nearly 70 per
cent of grades issued at Princeton University during Fall, 1974-75 were .. A's" or
"B's" .
The Easterner attempted to conduct' a

By Karen Bailes
Staff Writer

Legislature to Send letter

!Ill

Sly Named
Spring Editor

Police Beat
a

A.S. Filing
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Dr. K.- Days Numbered?
SAN JOSE, Calif.- Rogers C.B. Morton, President Ford's
campaign manager, has told a group of Republicans privately
that he does not expect Secretary of State Henry Kissinger to
stay in office .. beyond this year," participants in the meeting said
Sunday.
Neither Morton nor Kissinger was available for comment.
A Morton aide said the statement about Kissinger's future
was not more than an °educated guess' by Morton who took
over as head of the Ford campaign last week .
. A__month ago Kissinger said that if he became a political
hab1hty and threatened President Ford's effectiveness there
would be .. no problem" to his resigning his Cabi net post.

Howard Hughes Succumbs
HOUSTON, Tex.-Howard Hughes, the phantom financier
who ruled a business empire valued at more than $2 billion from
a• series of secret hideaways, died Monday en route to a hospital
here for treatment. He was 70.
The aviation pioneer died aboard a chartered ambula nce-jet
half ah hour before it landed in Houston, according to
spokesmen at Methodist Hospital.
"We've no idea" of the cause of death, hospital vice-president
Larry Mathis said. But in Los Angeles, an attorney who said he
had represented Hughes for 25 years, said the billionaire died of
a stroke. The attorney, Greg Bautzer, refused to identify his
source.

Pope Called Homosexual

EWSC's fieldhouse was condemned last Friday just two weeks before the Legislative Budget Committee is scheduled to arrive in Cheney to consider appropriating $2.5 million for a new fieldhouse.
Below, two members of EWSC swim team have a water fight as the fieldhouse pool is drained. The

swim team will have to commute to Gonzaga for future workouts.

Plan Ahead for Air. Travel

Coffee, Tea or Cheaper Rates?
What are you doing this
summer? It may seem a little
early to be thinlcing about that
question, but if you're planning on flying somewhere,
now is the time to start planning.
Right now, the only discount airfare for anyone is an
excursion fare, popularly
known as the Bicentennial or
Freedom Fare.
There
are
several
requirements you must meet to
take advantage of this low
rate. First, you must fly round
trip, and stay at your destina- ·
tion at least seven days, a~d
not more than thirty. You
must a lso book your flight at
least 14 days in advance. Since
the airlines only allow a
minimum number of excursion
fare passengers on their 'flights,
it's a good idea to book as far
ahead as possible.

Once you have made reservations, you must purchase
your ticket l O days later, or
two weeks before departing,
whichever comes first.
If the U.S. isn't beckoning
you this summer, you might
want to check out a charter
flight to Europe. The most
popular way to get there from
here is on WardAir, a Canadian charter company offering
flights to London, Amsterdam
and Frankfurt, with departures from Vaneouver and
Ca~ary.
·
The fare varies depending
on departure date. You must
book departures for June at
least 45 days in advance; for
July, August and September at
least 60 days notice is needed.
C harters are by far the
cheapest w~y to get to Europe,
but sometimes you don't want
to be restricted to a definite

VATICAN CITY-Pope Paul VI declared Monday that accusations that he is a homosexual are .. horribie and slanderous
insinuations."
The charges were made by French author Roger Peyrefitte, a
self-proclaimed homosexual, in a 3,000 word article printed by
the Italian weekly magazine Tempo. Police have seized the
magazine.
Without mentioning Peyrefitte by name, Pope Paul said in a
brief address to a crowd of about 20,000 in St. Peter's Square:
••we know that our cardinal vicar and the Italian bishops'
conference have urged you to pray for our humble person, who
has been made the target of scorn and horrible and slanderous
insinuations by a certain press lacking dutiful regard for honesty
and truth."
••we thank you all for these demonstrations of faithful piety
and moral sensibility." The crowd applauded' and cheered the
78-year-old pontiff.

Calley Loses Court Appeal

departure and return. If you
don't know how long you'll
want to stay, and you're a last- WASHINGTON-Former Army Lt. William L. Calley conminute person, then you may victed of murdering at least 22 Vietnamese· villagers at My Lai in
be able to use the youth fare. 1968, lost his appeal to the Supreme Court on Monday, but will
The youth fare is for persons remain a free man.
under 22 years of age. They
Giving as usua l no reason, the court declined to review a decidetermine who's eligible by sion of the U.S. Circuit Court of Appe~ls in New Orleans
your passport, not by how old reinstating Calley's 1971 court-martial conviction.
you look. The fa~e is good for
Calley, 32, who has been free· on bail in Columbus, Ga. was
a year, so if you fall in love reported en route to Spokane to make a speech.
with Europe (or a European)
you'll be able to stick around
for a while.
· Finally, if you want to travel
anywhere outside the U.S., WASHINGTON-Four species of ants have been observed
there are often little details like using pieces of leaves, dry mud and grains of sand to transport
passports, E •urail passes, food to their colonies over long distances, according to a report
Mexican tourist cards that any in Science journal.
Joan and Gary Fellers, both graduate students at the U niversitravel agent can help you with.
Travel agents tend to be much ty of Maryland, said this may be the first known case o f tool use
more helpful if you are buying by a social insect.
They said by using the '"tools" the ants increased significantly
your tickets since their comthe
amount of soft food or liquid they could ca rry back to the
mission is derived from airplance tickets, hotel costs and nest. Otherwise, the ants normally would carry such fo od interna lly.
'car rentals.

Toiling Ants Watched
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serve as an ex-officio member.

By Mark Walker
News Editor
A n agree men·t between
Eastern Washington State
College and the Black Student
Union was announced on
March 18 by Executive Vice
President Phillip R. Marshall.
The agreement was the
result of negotiations conducted by the Northwest
Regional Office of the Community Relations Service
(CRS), U.S. Department of
Justice, with Jesse Taylor serving as mediator.
,
The ntgotiations were the
result of mounting tensions
between black students and
EWSC administration.
The ten-part agreement included a public apology for
'"misleading information"
given to the Board of Trustees
by Dr. Marshall.
.
The apology was issued a
day in advance of the agreement by Dr. Marshall.
.. The mediation process
which has just been completed
was partially the result of
problems between black
students and the Associated
Student Legislature and partially a· consequence of a long
series of affronts and misunderstandings involving
minority students and minority programs," Marshall said in
the apology . .
MarshaWs apology went on
to state that he had not made it
"sufficiently clear" to the BOT
that a majority of the BEP
budget was not under the control of BEP Director Clarence
Williams.
The BEP budget is about
$96,500 for the '75-'76
academic year of which
Williams currently controls
half.
· Apology Not Satisfactory
In his apology Marshall
stated, "Unfortunately, in
conveying this information to
board members I did not make
it sufficiently clear that only· a
part of this total was under the
control of Mr. Williams. As a
result, statements by the board
members at the February 20
meeting made it appear that
the entire $96,500 was in the
BEP budget. l regret _this and
wish to apologize for not being
more diligent and effective in
communicating the· exact
nature of these budgets to the
Board of Trustees."
w ·i lliams feels that the
apology which was address~d
to all faculty and staff insulted
his integrity.
.. The apology sl;lould have
been addressed to me directly,
and I am not satisfied with the
one issued," Williams said.
The agreement also includes

ediCltion

Settlement
ulti.- Faceted
.

an increase in the· BEP budget as possible and did not want to
for the '76-'77 academic year .return to EWSC.
Williams believes the
that will amount to $120,000
students
involved in the agreefor the year. Those monies will
be under the control of the ment did an excellent job. He
BEP director who will report said he would have argued for
to Vice President Student Ser- some other items, but that the
vices Daryl Hagie.
agreement was between the
The $120,000 figure students and the college.
"We probably got from this
provides the BEP with six staff
positions to be determined by kind of setting the best ·kind of
the director. Salaries and written agreement we could
fringe benefits for those six have gotten," Williams said.
.. It would be a mistake to
positions amounts to $90,000.
The remaining $30,000 will ~e fail to realize the achievements
used for goods and services, made and the possibilities at
part-time salaries, travel and
hand. If the advantages are not
equipment.
realized it will be .the responsibility
of the administration,"
Three of the BSU members
who participated an the Williams said.
negotiations, Angie · Jenkins,
Resignation Stands
Linda Edward and Ozell BledWilliams said he still plans
soe, said that they were disapto resign his post as BEP direcpointed with the results of the
tor and is currently examining
mediations.
six
job opportunities that are
They believe the results
could have been better and . available to him.
The agreement includes a
said they did not expect to
human-race relations program
make as many concessions as
that will be developed and imwere made.
plemented by the college at the
They described the
mediations as a "rush job" in - ~tart of next Fall quarter.
the sense that there was certain
Participants in the negetiapressure to complete the
tion sessions were requir(?d to
negotiations as soon as possiparticipate in an eight-hour
ble.
workshop before entering the
Mediator Jesse Taylor
sessions.
reportedly gave the students
The workshops will be
inv,olved in the sessions the imrequired of the college presipression that he wanted the
dent, all vice presidents, deans,
agreements completed as soon
and administr';ltive unit heads

The Cheney Newsstand

'

Lunch Menu April 12-18

All You. Can Eat for $1.25

A change from Groceries to a New and Complete Arts & Crafts Center
to compliment present News, School Supplies, Film Service, Book &
Magazines, All Occasion Cards, Records, Music Books & Accessories,
Tabacco and Misc. Supplies.

Featuring thefe fined..,_.

··············••f••····························································,
•
•
A I 0% Discount on Art Supplies to Students with SB Card. :

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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• · Houra: Mon.-Frl. 8:00-9:00, Sat.-Sun. 8-8
Ellen Holmes-Owner
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TAWANKA COMMONS.

ANNOUNCES

:

The role of the Affirmative
Action officer is also
scheduled to change in the
future.
Presently, Ken Dolan, administrative secretary and
assistant to the ,president
serves as the AA officer.
Students involved in the
negotiation wanted a full-time
.
person in that position,
preferably a minority. .
The college will place in its
legislative budget request for
the '77-'79 time period a fullti me Affirmative Action
position and request that it be
filled by July l, 1977.
Dolan said the administration would never commit itself
to hiring only a minority AA
officer, but would search for
• the best qualified person.
" I t h i n k I ' v e don e a·
reasonably good job," Dolan
said. "Maybe a fulltimc person
could do a better job."
The College catalog for next
year will contain revisions to
reflect the current BEP
offerings. Those revisions have
been submitted.
Tutorial Senices Planned
The college is currently in
the process of investigating the
possibility of setting up
tutorial services in every
department where the need is
to facilitate better understan- evident.
ding of the needs of minority
Williams is consulting with
students.
variousdeanstosetupthese~
The agreement recommends vices, and prospects of forthat the BOT, faculty, other ming .a good Rrogram is off to
staff and members of the AS a .. promising start," according
government attend ttie to new Vice President for
workshop,s, which will be ' Academic Affairs Ray Whitoffered for credit.
field.
AS President Tom HampOne other aspect of the
son and Speaker of the AS agreement concerns the
Legislature Jerry Howe agree poss i bpi t y of redµ c in g
that the workshop idea is classloads for minority faculty
excellent.
members in order to deal with
Neither Hampson nor the problems of minority
Howe agreed that the ·AS con- students.
stitution shou d be changed, as
Currently, the University of
recommended, to require all Washington has reduced loads
future office holders to attend for their minority faculty. The
the workshops.
need for the reduction is that
· The agreement also urged once a minority faculty
members of the C:heney com- member is located on campus,
munity to participate in the ll)inority students flock to
workshops.
those people for easier comExecutive Vice President munication of problems.
Marshall said the superintenIn keeping with the agreedent of the Cheney school .dis- ment, the curriculum developtrict has been informed ofrthe ment for · the BEP is being
request.
.
coordinated by Dr. Hagie with
An Affirmative Action Stu- various departments in an efdent Committee is schedul~d fort to develop a .program that
to be formed this Spring. Tfle is effective and at the same
committee .will be comprisekl time in , line with the efforts
of two students from each of and direction of the college.
the following groups: Chicario,
In describing the efforts of
Oriental, native American, s~tting up an effective program
foreign, . black or other.
.
Williams said, ••the purpose of
One faculty member or ad- these programs is to show
ministrator will also ~erve on black students what to
the. committee. The Affir- do-and show white students
mative Action officer will what we have to do.''

•

\ot

~
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MON.Hamburgers, Cabbage Patch Stew, Tuna Salad Bowl
TUE..
Reuben Sandwich, Creole Spaghetti, Fruit Sid. Bowl
WED.. Coney Islands, Meat Sid. Sandwich, Cold Plate
THURS.Poor Boys, Tamales, Salami Sartdwlch
FRI.,
Macaroni & Cheese, Liverwurst on Rye, Tuna Salad1

'

'
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By Renee Martini

r

Staff Writer
Ju Jitsu, an excellent means
of self defense for women,
:enables a woman with a
'minimum of two quarters of
study to successfully defend
herself · against a mugger or
rapist.
.
, It would, however, take
about two years to become
proficient in the variaus
techniques such as rolling,
striking vital parts, dislocating
bones, choking, as well as learning how to defend against an
assailant armed with a gun or.
knife, said Dr. James
Moynahan, Ju Jitsu instructor
at EWSC.
Moynahan, one of the few
people in the U.S. who have
obtained a black belt in Ju Jitsu, has been instructing classes
since Fall quarter, 1975. The
Ju Jitsu program is sponsored
by the Cheney Parks and
Recreation Dept.
Since Judo is an off-shoot of
Ju Jitsu, comparing the two
arts gives a better idea of what
Ju Jitsu is. Judo is a relatively
new sport, with rules and

Department of Government

New Program Offered
A new graduate program in
Public Administration has
been approved for EWSC by
the Counc.il of Post-Secondary
Education.
The program, approved
March 2, is -the two-yearjoint
effort of the Government and
Economics departments It
was approved by the Board of·
Trustees last year
...
·
Although public administration graduate programs have
no accrediting organization in
the US, the p~ogram was
reviewed by Dr. Randy
Hamilton, President of the
American Society for Public
Administration, and Robert
Wilcox, former President of
,the National Association of

. special consideratigns geared
for competition.
Ju Jitsu, on the other hand,
, has the main objective of
keeping an assailant from harming you. It incorporates the
use of weapons, and is potentially more dangerous than
Judo. Many of the moves and
rolls are the same or very
similar. Judo is a competitive
sport and rarely will the old
"break opponent's arm before
throwing him" move be exhibited in a Judo match.
Ju Jitsu is taught in most
police academies. It was
·chosen over Judo and Karate
because with Karate it is. too
easy to ·seriously hurt people,
and Judo is too much of a
sport.
When actors on TV police
shows look like they are using
Judo, they are actually using
Ju Jitsu.
Because Ju Jitsu is potentially more dangerous than either
Karate or Judo, people under
18 years of age are rarely
accepted as students. Younger
people often don't realize how
much harm they can cause if
they use their skills while
playing around or showing off.
Ju Jitsu students earn belts
according to their level qf skill.
There are three levels-white,
brown, and black-with
different classes and grades in
each.
If a student practices two
hours a day, three days a week,
he or she will be able to
achieve third class brown belt
in one year. 1t takes approximately four years of
study to become a black belt.
Ju Jitsu has never been as
popular in the United States as
Judo because it is non-

competitive At present, there
are fewer than 250 people who
have qualified as black belts in
the art of Ju Jitsu in the U.S.
Moynahan began ' the study
:>f this art in 1948 with the
Japanese police. He has taught
Ju Jitsu, Judo, and Karate for
•nineteen years, and at one time
jCOnducted several schools in
the state of Washington.
The class Mr. Moynahan
teaches on campus is small and
includes all levels of students.
He incorporates the teachings
,o f S h i s h i r o O k a z a k i
(nicknamed '"Henry" by
Moynahan's students) to give
students psychological and
philosophical principals as
well as the physical aspect of
Ju Jitsu.
The class is open to the
general public. Interested per- ·
sons may sign up at regular
registration times.

Balloon Bombers
Receive Warning
Campus policy decrees that
no water balloons are to be
thrown, heaved, or accidentally dropped onto suspecting
and/or unsuspecting victims.
The practice of bombarding
innocent parties with such
weapons may be an exciting
source of amusement for the
bomber, but it i~ not near as
exciting or am using for the
bombee:
For the above reason, as
well as potential danger to persons and property involved,
anyone caught throwing water
balloons will be handed over
to Al Ogden for disciplinary
action and a possible $20 fine.

Schools of Public Affairs and economics, but business and
Administration.
psychology as well," said
..The Masters in Public AdKass.
ministration Program ' is
The curriculum goes beyond
designed to prepare students learning the basic operational
to work in all levels of skills of management. It
government," said Dr. Henry · focuses ori the practice of
public administration.
Kass, director of the program.
It is a four quarter program.
The program is open to ·an
:graduating students interested This is in contrast with the six
!in public administration. It is quarters it usually takes for a
:also open to people currently ,. full-time student to complete
employed in public service such a program.
There will be an information,....-------------.--------------.;...,.
jobs who would like to become
part-ti"me students.
meeting about the new
Because the program is open graduate program on April 12
to working public servants, at 12:00 noon in the Political
most of the classes will be held Science lounge of Patterson
at night and only once a week. Hall.
••The curriculum is interInterested students can obdiscipli'n ary in that a student tain more information by contakes graduate work not only tacting Dr. Henry Kass or Dr.
in public administration and Kenneth Hossom.
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Grades By The Gross
By Sunni Freyer
Associate Editor
The reckless distribution of above-average grades to
below-average students is a gross injustice, an injustice
based on logic as gross as the grades themselves.
What wisdom is exercised in leading students to believe
they are prepared intellectually to contribute to a
bureaucratized society that demands well-trained persons
when in fact they are not?
'
What is accomplished by allowing students to slip easily
through college-level courses with the assurance that if they
pick the right professors for the right classes they will
receive "A's" or "B's" with a minimum of effort?
Talk of grade inflation is not based on fallacy, nor is it
equally applicable to all professors 'o r restricted to this campus in particular.
But the fact that it does exist on this campus in varying
degrees of application, cannot be justified with any merit.
Examples of this type of sloppy grade distribution have
been cited by many students who are critical of EWSC
grading systems. Within one department at Eastern, a
tenured professor hands out blanket " B's", though this cannot be validated. With or without facts to verify this, two
quarters personal experience as well as contact with
students ~haring a similar experience, is validation enough.
In addition, statistics provided The Easterner by a
professor who prefers anonymity indicate that 55 per cent of
the grades given to students attending this college are above
average.
Could it be possible that such a high level of intellectualism exists on this campus?
It has been maintained that necessity dictates that grade
inflation be perpetuated. Students are a source of revenue.
Failure of students would cause withdrawals and ultimately
loss of revenue and lay-off of professors.
In other words rigorous standards of education have been
forsaken in the name of the almighty dollar. It is unfortunate
that student money is paying for such lackadaisacal education.
Another reason for grade inflation is that some professors
feel the need to engage in a popularity contest. An "A" for
the quarter makes them a good guy for the year, as well as
increasing attendance in their classes.
Abuse of the grading system to serve the selfish motives
of a teacher is certainly the most abominable of causes for
easy grading.
·
Whatever justification may be given, it seems that it would
better suit any college or university to concentrate on aims
relative to its e~istence as an institution. Quality education
and rational distribution of grades to deserving students
sh6uld be a number one priority.
It would be most encouraging if, in the near future, grade
inflation would come to mean that "A's", instead of being
given out at a dime a dozen, had gone up to a quarter.

Letter,
'It Is the pollcy of this
ne~spaper to print all letters
to the editor In the form In
which they are submitted.
Possible exceptions wlll be
made
when
legal
ramifications prohibit a
letter's complete reproduction.
In case of anonymous
subminlons, the edltorlal
staff r-rves the right to
exercise Its own Judgment In
determining whether • letter
· Is printed.

Even If

.
class have more funds stuff their money-filled ears
available to them. I want and leave me alone. I always
mathematics and the other believed that a school Is to
science dep~rtments to get teach an individual and not
cater to a group. I may stay
my tuition money.
4.) I need an education to . here at WWSC. It is much
get a job and I'm going to get nicer for me. Maybe I can get
it at a school where educa- a job-even if I am white.
tion is the main goal.
Never Coming Back,
All the minorities can go
Herbert Custer Jr.

I'm White!

Dear Editor,
I'd like to take up some
space in your paper. My
reasons for transferring to
Western Washington State
College are quite extensive.
My four major reasons are:
1.) The minority groups
are making demands on the
whole school that are outrageous.
2.) The administration is
shaking in its boots because
the minority problems could
eliminate federal funds.
What did it do? It bought off
the BSU at the expense of all
the other students.
3.) Departments that can
justify a minority education
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Grades To·o High?
ACCORDING TO GRADING STATISTICS FOR
'THE FALL OF 1975, 55 PER CENT OF THE GRADES
GIVEN AT EWSC WERE "A's" AND "B's" AND T·WO
PER CENlf WERE "F's". WHAT IS YOUR OPINION
OF THE GRADING SYSTEM AT EWSC, AND DO
YOU FEEL THE RECENT "GRADE INFLATION"
PRESENT AT MOST COLLEGES DECREASES THE
VALUE OF A DIPLOMA?

'BARNES

Prof. Donald Barnes, Chairman, Dept. of History: I suspect the grading
system at EWSC Is no worse than at other institutions of higher learning,
though this is not to say that the system is a good one. No, I do not believe
that the value of the diploma has been decreased. I do, however, firmly
believe that the system of awarding "Honors, High Honors etc." has LASSEN
become utterly farsical in all but the smallest minority of cases.
Jeffrey Clark Lassen-Sophomore, Accounting: The inflation .of grades
shows possibly that the teaching standards are improving or that the
students are learning more. If so, I feel that the value of the diploma is as
good, if not better, than those in the past.

Scott G. West-Senior, History: I'm in favor of a pass/fail grading
system because it doesn't emphasize such strong competition among
students. Eastern should re-evaluate its system. Yes, I feel that the current
system devalues a diploma.

WEST .

Rod G. WIiiiama-Sophomore, Psychology: On the overall I do feel.the
value of the diploma has decreased not just because of grade inflation,
but also because of the whole social and economic situation of the U.S. I
do believe the grading system at Eastern does have room for improvement in such areas as professors and more balanced teaching systems.
Jean Harris-Senior, Dental Hygiene: Through personal experience, I
believe that any grade, whether it's an "A" or below is well earned, especially in the health-science fields, and in no way decreases the value of
a diploma.
John P. Dickson, Anoe. Prof. of Marketing: There is no question in my
mind that the "grade inflation" ultimately hurts the students and
decreases the value of the diploma. Firms and graduate schools find
themselves in a position whereby grades no longer reflect competence
and therefore little emphasis can be placed on grades in the selection of
students for jobs, etc. The student who pays the greatest penalty is the
outstanding student who can no longer be recognized and is merely one
of the '"pack" receiving an " A".
Keith Jones-Sophomore, Special· Ed.: Grading systems are relative.
' There is too much emphasis placed on grades and not the knowledge that
a student should be able to apply to their prospective professions. It is
quite possible to attain good grades anywhere, yet not have enough
know-how to secure a job.

DICKSON
'

Raymond Whlffield, Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs: Grade
inflation does not necessarily decrease the value of a diploma. It does,
however, decrease the value of scholarship in the minds of student's
potential employer ,and/or his (student's) · use for entering graduate
school.

JONES

Julie MIiier-Freshman, Nursing: The professors on the whole expect
a lot of each student to learn the material presented in. class and out of
class. But, it is up to the student to be present and not do something else WHITFIELD
instead. Each student that gets an "A" usually deserves the grade. But,
there are Profs who give easy "A's" to students who don't deserve the "A" .
As a nursing student, "A's" do not come easy! In the outcome, the 1
diploma is still of great value, especially for those of us who have worked
our butts off to get itl
Brian Peterson-Sophomore, Physical Therapy: I feel the grading
system at EWSC is insufficient for the reason that the present system puts
more pressure on the student to earn decent grades rather than getting
the student to learn material. I believe the student would learn more if
classes were given pass/fail grades, which would relieve the student from
the pressure of earning grades and allowing him to learn the needed
material more easily. It is for these reasons that I thin k the value of the
diploma has decreased. Because earning a diploma under the present
grading system does not necessarily mean the student has learned what
he should have.
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SeattleGroup . akes
By Ray Spanjer
Entertainment Editor
Can a not-so-conventional
rock a nd roll band that has
gained noteriety across
Canada with a gold album and
three Top-Ten singles, find
success and happiness in their
own country?
If their name is Heart and
they keep moving in 'the same
direction (up), pumping out
terriffic concerts and
fascinating lp's, like their
debut release Dreamboat Annie; they'll n~t only find happiness and success, they'll find
virtual stardom
It's not hard to see why our
friendly neighbors to the north
are making stars out of this
amazing sextet. The sound
they create is appealing as well
as interesting. The Canadians
thought so much of the group
and their sound, that they
nominated Heart for the best
new group in their annual
Juno Awards (equivilant to
our Grammy).
Though they didn't win, the
nomination alone was quite a
feat for a group of Americans
from Seattle.
Heart consists of Ann and
Nancy Wilson, sisters who
formed the group three and
one-half years ago. Ann and
Nancy share the composing
responsibilities of the group as
well as a large part _of the entire sound created.
Dreamboat Annie, Heart's
debut album on Mushroom
Records, exhibits the group's
adapt"-ble, tight and versatile
variety of music.
The album unfolds Heart as
one of the only bands in
existance that can bring female
vocals into a high-energy rockand-roll tune, yet keep it
tasteful and authentic. Still the
group is able. to mellow ·down
to a slow ballad. Their range
and versitality is amazing.Ann Wilson's lead vocals
are ineffable. She runs the
gamut with style and class,
using an early Grace Slick type
sound on Sing Child and a
mellow, breathy voice on

Magic Man.
But it isn't just Ann here displaying he r expertise. All involved have puf their contributions into the album,
res ulting in a slick, wellproduced work. And luckily it
is being recognized.
Crazy On You ; a song displaying Ann's dyn amite voice
and Tull-type flute along with
Nancy' s g uitar work, is
curre ntl number four on the

lAN DS END
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Good Any Night

play_ It.st m Seattle. Spokane
has it m the Top-Ten and the
album itself is selling well.
The Easterner talked to the1
fe~ale third of Heart bef~re
their would:be concert ~1th .
Supertramp m the Convention ,
Center.
.
. 1
st
Ann-We grew up h ~mng
to The Beatles , Paul Simon
a nd th e Moody Blues .. T~ey
were some of th e m_am rnfluences on our music. The
Aquarius in. Seattle. wa~ our
fir st real maJor club Job m th e
st ates. Like, we'd all been on
bandS tands bu~ tha~. was reall~
our fir st maJor Class A
tavern job. It all sou nd s so
f~nny now, but that was a real
big dea~ bac~ th en, because ~he
Aquarius is really a n1ce
tavern.
East erner-Why Cana d~,
after your tavern st uff m
Seattle?
.
th
Ann-Well, at e time I had
fallen in love wil h someone ~p
th ere a nd went th ere to be wi th
him. The ba nd . eventu.ally
followed a nd we JUS t d~c!ded
to sta~ up there because 1t s so
beautiful. We then performed
with seve~al ban.ds up in
Canada 1nclud1ng Rod
Stewart, BTO, The Bee Gees
and ZZ Top.
,
.
Easterner-It s kind of
stran~e that you became p~pular m Canada an~ then tned
to tackl~, the Un~ted States.
Us~ally 1t s done Just the oppos1te.
Nancy-Things really
reacted pretty well by
themselves. All we had to do
was release an album and the
response was tremendous. ·
Easte~ner - Do Y.0 u fee~
more .hke an Amencan or
Canadian group? .
Nancy-~ore h~e. a band
from two different cities. (Vancouver and Seattl~) .
.Easterner - See
an Y
d1f~erence between th e
audiences?
.
Ann-Yeah, I do .. American
a_u_d iences have.· a w1d~r attent10n span for different types of
music.
Easterner- How about
Canadians?
Ann- It's really st upid to
generalize, but, in Vancouver
for in stance, the audiences are
notoriously boogie. They're
·always yelling it in your face.
Easterner-They don't like
the mellow...
Ann - It's too boring,
man- too boring. Well, down
here · people tend to listen to
·you more a nd the y don't
expect you to just do what they
wa nt you to do.
Easterner- -How'd you get
involved with Mushroom?
Ann- Our producer, Mike
Flicker, was kind of resident
advisor there a nd was looking
for groups for the label. He

came and heard us and made
us offers until we saw one we
liked.
Easterner-Was it formed
around you or ...
Ann-No, it was there
before. But, it wasn't doing
anything really until Dreamboat Annie. They're getting
more and more variety_now. I
mean they're st~l1 a small independent label, but in a way
that works well for us because
there isn't any big roster of artists where we're 10th on the
list and they can devote all of
their energy to us.
Easterner-Your ·new
album has just been released in
the U.S.?
Ann-Yeah it's just barely
been released, and we're getting new FM stations every
day.
Easterner-You know how
it's going on the charts?
Ann-It's going really well,
so well that the people at
Mushroom don't really understand what's happening.
It's like they have a tiger by the
tail.
Easterner-You're just star-.
ting another album, correct?
Ann-Yeah, we're going
into the studio every chance
we get. It should feature the
same type of music, with a littie more rock. It remains to be
seen how the public likes our
present album and the one
coming up. A lot ~f it will depend on how we can do on this
next album. Just because our
first ·a lbum is a pretty big
success doesn't mean our next
one will be automaticaHy
successfuf.
Nancy-Yeah, people warn
us, ••Don't think you have it
made just because this one's
good." There's more pressure
as people recognize us. It's
kind of scary.
Easterner-What do you see
as a goal for both you and the
ban·d?
Ann-I wanna play and
sing.
Easterner- That's it?
Ann- Yeah, it's kind of
hard to say more without
sounding desperate and
grasping but .. .l would like to
be as successful as possible.
And we'd just like to apologize
to everyone for the show not
coming off. As soon as we can
we'll play for Spokane, too.

EWSC's campus FM station, KEWC-FM, will fill the
air with music starting this
Sunday at 12 noon.
Their spring hours a re noon
to 2 a. m. on Sundays a nd 6
a.m. to 2 a.m. on weekdays.

Boogie Capitol of the North
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All College Night. .. Wed. '1.25 Pitchers (with college I.D.)
Thursday Night i~ Ladies' Night... 25• Wine f.REE AQM ISSION
S. 174 Howard
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Heart's singing siblings, Nancy, (left) and Ann Wilson have reason
to smile. Their tune Crazy On You is currently number four on the
charts in Seattle and hitting the Top-Ten elsewhere around the
country..
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l;nte,1ainment
~ Movie Review

Gable Pic Nice Try,.
1

By Kevin Harris
· Staff Writer
For those who are nostalgia
freaks, Gable and Lombard,
now playing at the Fox No. 2,
is a fair film. For those who
prefer good movie entertainment, you should probably try
another theatre.
The film deals with the
romantic affairs of the 30's
film stars Clark Gable and
Ca role Lombard. Therelationship starts as one of
fisticuffs and food-throwing,
progressing into tender love
scenes that range from the
bedroom to the sandtrap of
the eighth hole at Palm
s·prings Golf Course.
Portraying Gabie is James
Brolin, better known as Dr.
Kiley of TV's Marcus Welby.
When you first see him, it is
hard to tell the difference
b~t ween the king and the g9od
d~ctor.
However, a fter Brolin fir~t
speaks, th_e improvisatiap
stops. M any well known
pressionists could do better,
although a good effo rt is put
out by the actor.
•
..
·

im-
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K cw
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LANDS END
TAVERN
PRESENTS

aves

Spokane
: ·· •,Eaaterner

Spring features include LP
Spotlight~ on T uesdays and
Thursdays at 7 p.m., N ew Jazz
and Soul LP on Wednesdays
at ·7 p.m., and Artist Emphasis
on Wednesday at 10 p.m.
. The KEWC-FM _Spring
staff includes J ay Conklin, station manager; Dan Dagsaan,
program d i rector; Larry
Snider, music director; Nick
Jones, assistant music.director;
Leslie Tanner, traffic manager
a nd John R oberts, news director.
In their third quarter of serving the campus a nd com_m unity, KEWC-FM broadcasts from high atop Dressler
Hall.

Playing Miss Lombard is
well-known TV actress Jill
Clayburgh. Clayburgh plays
the foul-mouthed actress to
the hilt. From her first meeting
with G a ble at a studio party to
their last time together before
she is killed in a plane ~rash,
Clayburgh displays a personal
passion for the role.
Her part is worthy of
recognition. Since this year's
Oscars were recen_tly
presented, it is hard , to rank
Gable and Lombard because it
is the first big film of '76.
Besides Clayburgh, an
excellent supporting role is
turned in by Red '8utt0ns, who
plays Gable's manager. His
part as a businessman and
_c oncerned friend to the lovers
makes up fo r these sad
attempts at trying to recreate
history.
As well as the acting, a
worthy note should be mentioned about the film's
technical aspects, which include indoor and outdoor
scenery, as well as the music
that fits the era.
Responsible for .the musical
score is French composer
Michel Legrand, who has been
nominated for his original love
themes.
The composition he wrote
for this fi lm ranks among
some of his best arrangements,
inch1ding What Are You Doing
The _R est Of Your Life?
In the spreading epidemic of
movies _that try to recre~te
mom e nts of histor y, (or
'"docudramas" as they call
them), Gabel and Lombard has
proved that more fiction is
used in these films than facts.
It is these fallacies that totally hurt a movie. This goes for
Gable and Lombard, but, based
o n the public reaction, maybe
we. have all come t o the
notion that bending the truth
is all right as long as it makes
money.
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Off Campus Entertainment'

(.)

Aprll • 1-MINSTR~L STRING GUILD, Second City
"
Center, 8 p.m.
. . . Aprll I-BILL COBHAM/GEORGE DUKE, Spokane
~ Opera House, 8 p.m.
·
. . . , April 9-10-Play, "BEAUX STRATAGEM," Fort
Wright Theatre, 8 p.m.
Aprll 10-MIKE MARKER, foik balladeer, Second
City Center, 8 p.m.
April 11-SUPERT:RAMP, Spokane .Convention
Center, 8 p.m.
Aprll 11-NEIL DIAMOND, Pullman Performing Arts
Center, 8 p.m.
Aprll 13-Spokane Symphony presents, HANDEL'S
MESSIAH, Spokane Opera House, 8:15 p.m.
April ·1 4-18-Shlpstad's and Johnson's ICE
FOLLIES,. Spokane Coliseum, Thur. and Fri. 8 p.m.,
.Sat. 1, 5 and 9 p.m., Sun. 2 and 6 p.m.

On Campus Entertainment
Aprll I-MARK AVERY AND CONNIE HUNTER, Basoon and Oboe Recital, Music Building Recital Hall,
8:15 p.m.
Aprll I-CONCERT, MINSTREL STAI.NG GUILD,
PUB, 8 p.m.
Aprll 8-18-GHOST SHIRTS, Art and Lithography
Display by Charles Hine, Art Building Gallery.
.April 1-23-HARRISON BRANCH, Photo Display,
Grande Photography Room, Monroe Hall.
April · 8-9 ....... ANTHROPOLOGY FILM SERIES,
Kingston Hall Auditorium, 12 to 3 p.m.
Aprll 1-9-ARTS FESTIVAL, featt,Jring master
drummer and folklorist, Kwaku Dadey, Kennedy
Library Auditorium, Thur., 8 p.m·., Fri, 11 a.m.
April 8-24-. DANCE-EWSC, Dustin Dance Studio,
Phase II, 8 p.m.
Aprll 9 & 11 -THE GREAT WALDO PEPPER, A.S.
movie, PUB, 7:30 p.m.
April 14-Duo Piano Recital, DIANNE AND DAVID
ROSTKOSKI, Music Building Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Aprll ·14-THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL, A.S.
movie, PUB, 7:30 p.m.

~• • rns '
Re:liu
Sapertramp
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Redford Film ·to
Show in- Pub
One of Robert Redford's
1974 films, "The Great Waldo
Pepper," wi II be showing
f riday and Sunday in the
PUB.
Called one of the best
sleepers of that year, "Waldo
Pepper," stars Robert Redford
as a daring World War I
aviator wbo returns to civilian
life.

.

p.m.

Orchestra featuring John
McLaughlin and Duke was a
keyboard and vocal "Mother"
with Frank Zappa for many
years.
Cobham has a current
album on Atlantic Records
titled A Funky Th_ide of Sings,
while Duke's current recording on BASF is / Love The
Blues, She Heard Me Cry.
Cobham's_ tight drumming
combine with Duke's high
energy keyboards and vocals
in this once-in-a-lifetime jazz
concert opportunity.
On Sunday evening, the
British rock phenomena

Film footage captures in·c red i bl e air maneuvers,
fraught with danger, speed and
surprise. The air photography
was executed by veteran aviation cinematographer Frank
Talmantz who realistically
depicts the feeling of tlJe great
flying daredevils _of the Twenties.

Company Shows l't s
Bicentennial Program

Dance-EWSC will offer a
public journey into the wide
world of dance; the pro~ram
coinciding with the bicentennial celebration.
The company will be introducing five new and varied
artistic dance works, beginGeorge Roy Hill, dire<;tor, ning this evening in the
Education
(whose other 1974 success was Physical
Department's
Phase
II Buildthe "Sting" also starring Red·
ford), perfectly captures the ing at 8 p.m.
Starting
off
the
unique
post World War era.
program is "Kl", a number
The film co-stars Bo Sven- that joins the movements of
son whose other films include dance and karate. The accom.. Walking Tall, Part Two.,,
panying dance score was comThe public is invited to the posed by A. Avshalomov.
two 7:30 showings. Admission
The second number, "Jazz
is 50 cents.
Scene", incorporates music by
C. Debussy into it's frame.
The music to the piece was
arranged by Mike Mainieri.
d

.

_S uper.t ramp, will display it's
unique form of rock and roll
to the Convention Center.
Previously sch·e duled for
March 21, (with Seattle group
Heart, who will not be performing with Tramp on Sunday),
Supertramp was postponed
until . the 11th because of
drummer Bob Ben berg's infected ear.
The ear has healed and
Supertramp i's reportedly
ready to perform one of their
typically flawless concerts
(reminiscent of last year's
Convention Center gig) to the
Spokane audience.
The band breakdown ineludes; Richard Davies,
(keyboards), Roger Hodgson,
(guitar, keyboards), Dougie
Thompson, (bass), John
Helliwell, (woodwinds,
keyboards), and Bob Benberg,
(drums and percussion).
Supertramp's groundbreaking '75 album, Crime of
the Century became platinum
nd their new release, Crisis?
,Yhat Crisis? has already

reached gold in sales, showing
what an influence this newborn band has on their newlyadopted, appreciative
listeners.
Singles off the Century
album included Bloody Well
Right, (a Top Ten hit here, and
nuinber one in U. K.), and
Dreamer. Their new try off the
Criiis album is Lady.
Supertramp's music is incredibly individual and unique. Their onstage tightness
(in vocals, instrumentals,
everything) fools one into
believing he is listening to a
recording rather than an
onstage performance.
This isn't raun~h; it's clean,
refined, well thought out and
executed rock and roll, and it's
a delight to hear the notes instead of the noise. Chairs will
be set up in the Convention
Center · for the Supertramp

Concert, and there will also be
some festival seating.
Tickets are $5 .50, $6.50 day
• of show.

The latest thing
in liquid refreshment
upertramp's new a um, Crisis? What Crisis? on A+ M Records,
is currently enjoying top sales in record stores across the country
. and is sure to go Gold in the next few weeks. Their '74 Crime Of
The Century LP is Platinum. The group displays it's .unique form
of rock and roll to the Convention Center this Sunday evening at 8

Alirtl Jt, ffl6

.

Bored with the change in his
environment he turns to Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays through April 24 in the Dustin
barnstorming and thrills Dance Studio, Phase 2.
audiences across the country
with his dazzling aerial ·
1
acrobatics.

•
·
I
B
•
•
hR
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A mer,can~·azz,, r1t1s oc tage
The city of Spokane hosts
two great con certs this
weekend. On Friday, the Billy
Cobham/George Duke Band
is coming to the opera house at
8
and on Sunday, Supertramp makes a return pe.rformance to the convention
center at 8.
Billy Cobham and George
Duke are both talented, inventive jazz musicians, having
played with the likes of several
infam.ous rock-jazz entities as
well as cutting solo albums of
their own.
Cobham played drums/percussion with the Mahavishnu

.

The entire cast of Dance EWSC is pictured above in their
Americana West Costumes. The dance company is performing on

Onion Jud§
302 W. Riverside

"Pendulum", a dramatic
work, uses music by S.
Revueltas, while "Galaxy", an
abstract, modern work, is set
to music by Leonard Bernstein
and Benjamin Basner.

The finale, "American
West", is a work honoring the
American Pioneer spirit. The
number is set to traditional
American music and was
arranged by R. Hayman and J.
Mason.
Choreographers of EWSC's
college Bicentennial Dance
Program are Edith Bucklin,
Assistant Professor and
Leonard Fowler, artist-inresidence.
Additional dance perfor-

·mances will be m the Dustin
0

~~~~:.s~~~ s~~ur~~~:·~~ys8

p.m. The program will run
th rough April 24 ·
Adult general admission to
th e event is two dollarS, while
th e st udent rate is SO cents.
l I

NEW STORE
OPENED
MON., APR. 5th

1

NEW SPRiNG
LINES IN NOW

I

This is just a simple notice to
tell you that Cheney has a
new, unique and charming
clothing store for young
women, located at 504 1st
Street.

OUR STORE HOURS
10:00 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Mon. - Wed.
10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri.
12:00 Noon - 6:00 p.m.
Sat.

Eagles H <
ost
By Jim W~ggoner
. Sports Editor
NCAA baseball powers
Washington State and Gonzaga University invade Cheney
for afternoon games Saturday
and Monday respectively, but
Eastern Washington coach Ed
Chissus is more concerned
with n~xt -fuesday's clash here
with District 1 foe Whitworth.
The Eagles, 10-8 overall and
3-3 in Evergreen ·Conference
play after winning one of three
tilts at Central Washington
last weekend, ~re battling Central and Whitworth for the se-,
cond District I play.off berth.
And though the season has
not quite reached the midway
· point, it appears that LewisClark State (23-5) has a postseason bid wrapped up. They
beat Central twice last Monday, 9-1 and 7-3, to lqwer
CWSC's record at 7-5.
.. The Whitworth game here

is. verx ,important," Chissus
sa_id. ~t ll_ have. a •~~ to do
with f?tstnct I rights.
Whitworth be~t the Eagles
14-? la~t month m the CWSC
lnvitah~~al, an? head-to~he~d
competition _we1g~s heavily m
playoff consideration.
The ~SlJ an~ Gonzaga _
games ~!II figur~ i~ the other
determn\mg ~ritena-overall
recor~s. Unhke ba~ke~ball .
sel~c~1ons, how~ver, Dtstnct, 1
off1c1als consider a club s
schedu_le ~hen_ th e head-tohead s1tuat1on ts close.
·•we play 14 games with
NCAA schools," says Chissus,
.. and the major schools would
add more weight to oµr
schedule. The caliber of competition is one of the weighted.
criteria for post-season playoff
selections."
So, though the Eagles will
be pointing toward the
Whitworth contest, a victory

·CA.A Powers
over either WSU or Gonzaga
can't hurt their cause. They've
already beaten the University
of Washington twice.
The Eagles' EvCo title
hopes received a mild jolt at
Ellensburg last weekend as the
•cats took the first game 9-1
and split a pair of exciting
extra-inning duels Saturday.

.. Central's got a real good,
ha rd-hitting, experienced
ballclub. I don't think they
have any freshmen at all. . .
most of 'em are juniors and
seniors.
.. We just didn't get any
pitching in . that first game,"
complained Chissus. 0 Our
baserunning took us out of the
second one although we could
They turned back a fierce have won it ... we got 12 hits."
Eagle rally for a 6-5 triumph in
Veteran Eagle pitcher John
the opener, but lost the night-· Pettoello did not travel with
cap 3-2 when Eastern's Keith the squad because of an injury
Snyder and Bob Chalmas sustained during a double
ripped back-to-back doubles.
header loss at . Gonzaga last
The EWSC win evens the week.
Eagle-Wildcat season series at
.. It hurts when you fose an
2-2 and Chissus is anxious for all-conference pitcher,"
the three-game series to be Chissus said.
held here April 23-24.
EXTRA.BASES .. .Jim Maglaras con..We're competitive with tinues to lead the squad with a .387 bat'em," declared Chissus ... They ting average . .. Steve Meyer1 is at .345,
are here for three games later Larry Brown .302, and Ford Yonago
this month and we have to wi,-i .296.' .. 1t'i still wide open," Chlssus
says of the EvCo race. "We go to
the lion's share of 'em or Western for three 1tames and so does
forget it.
Central."

1

0

~-

,.,. .

Coach Ed Chi~us

Colle.giate Tennis

Vandals Rip EW Netters
Tied three matches each Griffin defeated Yount and Washington Vikings invade
after the singles competition, Williams 3-6, 6-3, 6-4, while the Eagle nest for a 2:30 conthe Scream in' Eagle tennis Porter and Dave Leath fell
test. Then on Saturday, Monsquad found the going rough into the clutches of Vandals · tana State meets the Screamers
in the doubles competition and Seavall and Shaw 6-2, 6-4.
in a 2:00 p.m. clash on the varmet their second defeat at the
In the opening match of the sity courts.
hands of the Idaho Vandals season, the Eagles destroyed
here Monday, this o~e by a Spokane Falls by a 9-0 mark.
narrow 5-4 margin.
Wally Heidenson defeated
Wally Heidenson gave the
Paul Craig by a 6-0, 6-0 count.
Eagles an early lead as he Sid Porter defeated Mike
Quote of the Week- (Tomhanded Vandal Steve Davis his
Hoefel 6-3, 6-4, and Dan my John, Dodger Pitcher)
first loss of the year by a 6-4, 7Yount aced Brent Wanamaker "When they operated on my
6 score. Rod Loenard downed
6-0, 6-0. Ed Williams crushed arm I asked . them to put in a
EW's Sid Porter 6-1, 3-6, 7-5, . Floyd Johnson, Don Johnston Koufax fastball. They did, but
and Gary Emsiek powered by
pasted Rob Paulson, and · it was a Mrs. Koufax fastball."
Dan Yount 6-3, 6-0.
Ryoichi Shibazaki erased Dan
Ed Williams gained back
Beckman, all . by 6-0, 6-0
some Eagle pride as he atscores.
tacked John Griffin 4-6, 6-4, 6Idaho, playing indoors in
1, and Don Johnston followed
the Kibbie Dome, vandalized
William's lead by knocking off -the Eagles in their second
Dan Shaw 4-6, 6-3; and 7-6.
match of the season last
· Idaho's Jim Seavall evened the
Thursday, this one · by an 8-1
singles competition record
count. Dan Yount salvaged
Eastern Washington's slowwith a convincing 6-2, 6-0
the only Eagle victory of the
starting
golf team travels to
defeat of Ryochi Shibi'zaki.
day as he needed a tiebreaker
Richland's Meadow Springs
In the doubles competition,
in the first match, th~n went
Course Monday and Universithe Eagles could fair no better
out and dominated the second
ty of Puget Sound Wednesday.
than a first doubles victory as
to post a 7-6, 6-2 win over
The Eagles, coached by Don
Heidenson and Johnston aced
Gary Emsiek.
Kallem,
have gotten off to a
Davis and Leonard 6-3 and 7Eastern plays two matches
shaky start-finishing last in
5. From here on, though, it · this weekend on their home
the first two tournaments.
was all Idaho as Emsiek and
court. On Friday, the Western
The ' EWSC roster includes
OUPOMF
lettermen Randy Allen, Larry
Ham, Steve Storey, Paul
Stringer and Bill Beutler; plus
Gary Allen, Roger Stephens,
Doug Howell and Bruce
Stiller.

Golfers Set
Busy Week

V·

ING'S CH-ICK.EN

1,

;

DINNER

CROWN

3 pc's chicken
.

.,

,,)

CHENEY 235-6198

Reg. sl .85

l 35
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Baseball Results
Eastern . . . . . . 010 000 40-5

12 2

Central ...... . 111 020 01-6 8 1
Marquez and Darryl Rice. Mike Crandall, Dave Cleary (7) and Stan Rencckcr.
Hits: EW-Maglaras 2, Myers, Yonago,
Hancock, Brown, Hayes 2, Plucker 3, Rice.
CW-Loren, Mitchell 2, Busey, Kramer,
Ammerman 2, Suod. HR-Mitchell.
Eastern ..... . 000 020 001-3 8 1
Central ...... .01 I 000 00-2 4 2
' Dean Hinchliffe and Sam Worth, Rice
(9). Jim Page and Rencckcr.
Hits: EW-Maglaras, Brown 3, Snyder 2,
Zuber, Chalmers. CW-Beeson. Ammerman, Mitchell, Sund.

B SINGLES-Jerry Henderson, Tacoma,
d. Jennifer Harding, Portland, 21-9, 21-17.
OPEN DOUBLES-Joe Scott and Dave
Carley, Boise d. C.D. Byers and Dave •
Retter, Cheney, 21-13, 21-15.

Women's Track Results
Shot put.:.:. I, Ruth Shubeck (EW) 33-4.2,
Luann Heer (EW).
Two mile relay-I, EWSC 10:59.
.
440 relay-I, EWSC 51.0.
Javclin-.1, Nancy Vigue (EW) 92-7 ½. 2,
Shubeck (EW). 3, Heer (EW).
Highjump-1, Tic between Liz Roys(W)
and Gigi Dennis (W)4-6. 3, Teresa R,oberts
(W).

Mile-I, Carol Ringen (EW) 6:06.5. 2,
Bess Stevens (W) 3, Vicki Abbey (W).
Lewis-Clark ... .023 111 1-9 12 1
IO0-mctcr hurdles-I, Alice Heidy (EW)
Central ....... 000 010 0-1 6 6 18.5. 2, Dee Dee Dccstcn (W).
Tom Kammer and Gary Sady, Kevin
Lo'1g jump-I,- Sue Dale (W) 15-10. 2,
Zylstra, Dave Cleary (4) and Stan Renecker. Jean Andrist (EW) 3, Jenita Starr (W).
Hits:-L-CS-Maurer 2, Jost 3, Wofford 2,
440-1, Lisa Sorrell (EW) I :02.7. 2, Ham•
Dompier, Peterson, Niven. 3. CW-Loren
mac\ (EW).' 3, Stevens (EW).
2, · Kramer, Hornstein, Baker, Sund.
I00-1, Lynne Oosting (EW) 12.1. 2,
• - i Cl .,
"20 010 0-7 12 1 Christy Renner (EW).
IA'W sara
880-1, Connie) Crawford (EW) 2:38.9. 2,
Centrai
. . . ·. ·. ·. ·•
. 000 300 0-3 7 1
.
B
I
d
G
S
d
J
·
Janice
Droge (W .
.T ,m
ca er an
ary a y. tm
400-meter hurdles-I, Heidy (EW)
Klampher, Arnie Grab (2) Dave Cleary (5)
l·.tS.S. 2, Cheryl Holmes (W). 3, Barb Sehland Reneckcr.
Hits: L-CS-Jost 2, Wofford, Dompicr, eh (~). ·
k
Mason 2 Sady 3 Peterson Forge Niven. ·
Discus-I, Heer (EW) 100-3. 2, Shubec
•
M. · h 11 'e
' B k • (EW). 3, Vigue (EW).
Cw - B~eson,
itc e • uscy, a er,
220-1, Sorrell (EW) 27.5. 2, Dale (W). 3,
McDonald 3.
.
Sandy Schiller (W).
Racquetball Finals
· Three mile-I, Cindy Chapman (W)
JUNIOR SINGLES-J~ff Larson, Van- , :t S~ie relay-I, EWSC 4:28.5.,
couver, Wash., d. Dar,wm Lunn, Great
Final scorc-EWSC 86, Whitworth 38.
Falls, 21-16, 21-7.
•
OPEN SINGLES-Jerri Smith, Portland,
· Women's Tennis Results
d. Bob Lun~, Portland, 21-17, 2~ •9.
Gonzaga 5 EWSC 2
. WOMENS SINGLE~-Jenmfer HarSINGLES-Cincy Hertell (G) d. Karen
ding, Portland. d. Jenmc Abbott, Great D hi 6_1 1:.. .3 K . R' (G) d K' Cl k
Falls 21-18 21-9.
a • •..,.. · aren •.e
· •m . ar
SENIOR' SINGLES-Bob Peterson, 2:6• 6•31 6•2· Tracey Wtltgen (G) d. Barb
. d Ed G
p tla d 21 8 21-15
Say,lor 6-2, 4-6, 7-6, Mar,lcnc Lee (G) d.
8 01sc,
.
ause, or n • • •
· D bb R· 4 6 6-4 6-4 B · D I'
MASTERS-P t Wh'tch"II
e Y ay • •
•
· onme ar mg
1
1 Cheney d.
.
. a
•
'
(G) d. Jolene Graham 6-3, 6-2.
Sandy Wcmstem, Portland, 21-9, 21-12.
DOU' BLES-M D"
-E D"
(E) L
GRAND MASTERS-Don Goddard,
.
· ixon · ixon
·
N1ckola-C. lona6-2,6-I.Saylor-Dahl(E)d .
GI asgow, M on t ·• d · Ma rCus Gran t ' K"
Gt II G C
·
60 75
Spokane, 21-12, 21-2.
· e er- · rumcan • , • •

w ··

u>
~

Call_235~8444
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EW-CW Showdown

Track Tit/fl·on Line

' ....
is also ranked in the top 10. Freshman John
Pryor is ranked fifth nationally in th e three-mile
with a clocking of 14:33.0.
Rich Dahl continued hi s hold on district
hurdles mark s with a double win at Idaho and
Wade Walker leaped 22-5 in the long jump.
Tom Richards set a season best in the 880 with
a time of I :54.9.
A close meet with Central is predicted with
several key match-ups set in the field and running events. Martin looks to the pole vault, shot
put, javelin, 440 and the relays to supply the
tight races.
Following last week's action, Eastern now
holds district marks in the 440, 880, hurdles,
pole vault, high jump, javelin, long jump and
mile relay.
Central's strength lies in the distance races
with Jim Hennessey holding district standards
iri the two and three mile runs. Wildcat Mitch
Rings holds the district mark in the discus at
158.8.
Field events begin at 12:45 p.m. The running
events are s~heduled to begin at 2.
·

By Bill Bighaus

·"I;

,,,...,.,

.

,

'

Eastern's Wade Walter skyrocketed to a high Northwest smallcollege ranking after turning in a 22-5 long jump at Moscow, Idaho
last Saturday.

lntrafflural Action
By Due Stocker
Sports Writer
Intramural softball leagues
have begun forming with over
30 teams entered in the men's
leagues. A meeting of all
coaches, team captains, and
umpires will be held today at
3:00 p.m. in room 103 of Phase

I.
Deadlines for all softball
leagues, men's, women's, and
coed, are still tomorrow,
Friday, April 9 at 4:00 p.m.
Due to the closure of the
Fieldhouse, the coed swimming and the water basketball
have been cancelled.
Racquetball singles competition deadlines are in two
weeks at Friday, April 23. All
persons wishing to· enter and
try to dethrone last year's
champion Paul Stredwick
must get their entries in before
April 23.

Favorites Win .
Racquet Yest
Defending champions
emerged victorious from last
weekend's Pacific Northwest
Racquetball Tournament at
the. Special Events Pavilion.
Portland's Jeff Smith
provided last Sunday's only
finals upset when he knocked
off top-seeded Portlander Bob
Lund 21-17, 21-9.
Jeff Larson of Vancouver;
Wash., won the junior singles;
Jennifer Harding of Portland,
the women's singles; Bob
Peterson of Boise, the senior
singles; Pat Whitehill of
Cheney, the masters and Don
Goddard, Glasgow, Mont.,
ihe· grand masters.
All champions except in B
singles and open doubles
qualify for the national championship in Chattano·oga,
Tenn., May 28.

Tennis compet1t1on begins
on Saturday, May 8 for the
men's and women's singles,
and on Saturday, May 15 for
the doubles action. Entry
deadline is May 7 for the
singles action and May 14 for
the doubles.
The Intramural department
is trying to sponsor a team in
the Spokane Superstars competition to be held May 15 and
16 at Shadle Park High School
in Spokane. There will be eight
divisions of competition this
year, in addition to a celebrity
and team competition
category.
Any person interested in
entering the Superstars as an
individual or with a team
should contact Intramural
Director Bernie Loeffers at
359-7877 or 235-8071, or Brent
Wooten in room 225 of Phase
I.

Riemcke Speaks
At Awards Affair
Eastern Washington's
Winter Sports A ward Dessert
will be held next Tuesday at 7
p.m. in the PUB.
Cal Riemcke, outgoing
W~itworth College basketball
coach who garnered District l
coach-of-the-year honors, and
Jo McDonald, former EWSC
nationally-rated gymnast, will
be the guest speakers.

Louis Musso
April 8, 1976
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Pizza
en
ma s ·
house
calls.
Use the coupon below save

Six man football is
something new that is being
sponsored this spring. For
more information contact the
Intramural Department in
room 252 of Phase I or call
359-7877.

It's not too early to be thinking. about your
choice for AS President. In the campaign
just beginning, I hope you'll take a look at
the Candidate Fact Sheets I'll be providing,
as well as whatever information the other
candidates offer. Some extremely important, hard-hitting issues will be addressed.
Believe me, this year, its worth your
time-and money.

\,

Sports Writer
Eastern's track team, powerful as always, but
untested so far in the young outdoor campaign,
face their toughest competition of the season as
they travel to Ellensburg Saturday for a dual
meet with Central Washington.
.. It's going to be tough," said Eastern coach
Jerry Martin, whose Eagle tracksters were the
ones to break Central's stranglehold of
Evergreen Conference track two years ago.
"This is one of our big meets of the year and
we must perform well if we are to prove we are
the best small college team in the state," he
added.
Eastern has seemed to already lost one event
to Central, off the field, , as the league has
reportedly told Eastern to limit their 65-man
roster to a 32-man squad for EvCo meets. Central was rumored to have initiated the new
ruling.
· Coming off glittering individual performances at last weekend's Spokane Community
College Metric Open and at Moscow, Idaho,
Martin feels Eastern is ahead of last year's pace
which led to a 90-64 win over Central and a
1976 T·rack Schedule
number 15 ranking in NAIA polls.
Tom Badgley set a new school record for the
javelin, and m~JVed up to number two in the Apr. 10
Central Wash.
Ellensburg
nation among NAIA schools with a heave of Apr. 17
Montana, Mt. St.
Boseman, Mt.
228.6 at the Idaho meet.
U. of Idaho Open
Moscow, Id.
Apr. 24
Ric Teller went 7-01 ¼ in the high jump at the Apr . 25-26 NAIA Dist. I Decathlon McMinnville
Spokane meet to move behind teammate Greg Apr . 30
Arnie Pelluer Invitational
Cheney
EvCo Championships
Cheney
Mitchell in the national standings. Mitchell, May 7-8
NAIA
Dist.
I
Champs
Vancouver,
BC
May
14-15
who went 6-10 at Idaho, has a season best of 7.
May
20-22
NAIA
National
Champs
Arkadelphia
0 1/2.
Spokane CC Twilight
Spokane
Another Eagle high jumper, Darrel Holmes, May 26

to

sc,e.

Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home to eat pizza.
So call Pizza Haven any time after 5 p.m. and we'll bring a
hot pizza right to your door. Choose from 16 toppingshundreds of combinations! If you want, we'll also bring spaghetti dinners, salads and soft drinks. Call tonight!

rr-----I

, I
I
I
I
I

Limit one

coupon per
delivery.
Expires June
30, 1976. Cash '
value 1/20¢.
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on any Pizza Haven home delivery. 1

~-----------~--------~
3261st Ave.
235-8484
CHENEY
SPOKANE W. 621 Mallon 327-1581
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Eastern Joins Drive

CASE Seeks Nuke Safety
By Steve Hanna
Assistant Editor
EWSC's Center for Environmental Understanding ha s joined in the effo rt to place a n initiative
on the Novembe r ballo t which would seek certain
nu clear safeg ua rd s, according to Dr. Frank Nicol ,
director of the ce nter.
Vo luntee rs from th e center will be in the PUB
today as King for sign a tures and talking to students
abou t the everit y o f the problem.
T he effort i in co ll a boration with a statewide
drive to co llect 150,000 signatures to assure the
I 17,804 va lid signatures needed to place the inia ti ve o n the ballot.
The iniative is being sponsored by the .. Coalition for Safe Energy (CASE), a statewide citizen's
organization committed to education on nuclear
energy, action on nuclear safeguards, and promotion of safe, renewable energy sources.
The initiative, which provides regulation of cons truction of all future nuclear plants in
Washington state (except for Hanford, which is
under federal jurisdiction) reads:
"Shall future nuclear power fa cm ties which do
not meet certain conditions and receive two-thirds
approval by the legislature be prohibited."
These conditions are: I) successful testing of
safety systems, 2) development of safe, permanent
storage for radioactive wastes, 3) demonstrated
need for power, and 4) assumption of full liability
by nuclear plant operators in the event of an accident.
The first three of these conditions must be
demonstrated to the satisfaction of two-thirds of
the state legislature after a process of extensive
public hearings.
Dr. Nicol said the initiative gives citizens an opportunity to voice their opinion on something that
would otherwise be decided by businessmen and
bureaucrats.
He said it is important that the public be well
educated on the subject because of the uso-called
experts" lined up on both sides of the issue.
Nicol said one of the key items being stressed
by CASE and their iniative is the assumption of
full responsibility by nuclear plants in case of an
accident.

I\

"If nuclear e nergy is so safe, why do they refuse
to tak e full respo nsibility," Nicol said, echoing the
wo rd s spoke n on campus last week by consumer
advocate Ralph N ader.
Another major point being argued by CASE is
that the catastrophic results of nuclear disaster are
virtually unknown. CASE says the government's
claims of nuclear sa fety are unrealistic.
The National Regulatory Commission (NRC)
says it .expects a nuclear ac,cident to occur about
once every 500 years. Yet CASE points out there
has been several near misses. In 1974 alone, there
were 1,400 reports of .. abnormal occurrences."
Last year, a fire in an Alabam~ reactor caused
the failure of the emergency-core cooling system
which resulted in the near melt down of the reactor
core, which would have allowed a substantial
release of radioactivity. The N RC said the chances
of this accident happening were one in a trillion.
In the event of a major accident at a n·u cJear
power plant, the NRC estimates that 90 per cent of
the people living near the reactor could be
evacuated. Most experts, as well as CASE, consider this unrealistic, especially in heavily populated areas.
·
Death and acute illness from a serious accident
are assumed to be limited to 20 miles downwind
from the reactor while latent cancers, thyroid
illnesses, and land and water contamination supposedly would not occur beyond 50 miles.
Ten million people live within 20 miles of
currently operating reactors in the U.S. and
almost I 00 million live within 50 miles of reactors.
In Washington state, the cities of Bellingham,
Chehalis, Everett, Longview, Olympia, and
Tacoma are within 50 miles of existing or
proposed reactors and with a strong wind Seattle
would also be in danger.
Another problem with nuclear plants pointed
out by CASE is with storage of radioactive wastes,
including plutonium H a deadly substance which
must be stored away for 500,000 years from peopk
and the environment.
Radioactive wastes are hard to contain. Leaks
have occurred at Hanford where some of the
wastes are near the water table of the Columbia
River.

Added to the list of nuclear energy drawbacks is
the threat of sabotage. Each large nuclear plant
produces every year the equivalent of 1,000
Hiroshima-sized atomic bombs, vulnerable to
sabotage in time of war or by terrorists.
Dr. Nicol pointed out the problem is increasing
with demand for nuclear energy and the subsequent allocation of research and development
monies by the federal. government.
There are currently 57 nuclear power plants in
the U.S., but construction of up to 1,000 are
planned by the end of the century.
..If we continue to stress nuclear energy," Nicol
said, .. we will again find ourselves in the position
of having only a single-energy source.
..We must learn to control our demands and
find alternatives to present energy consumption
such as walkin~ and riding bicycles," he said.
Meanwhile, Nicol said, .. the government must
allocate more research and development monies
toward. development of an unlimited source of,
energy-the sun."

Catas>ult Contest

Kegs to Fly High in Idaho Sky
By Diane Tuttle
Staff Writer
Here is your chance to stand behind
your catapult and cheer your war
machine on to victory.
The idea was first introduced the day
Eastern's Industrial Technology
Department received a letter from
North Idaho College. It read as
follows:
.

- ~'In the spirit of human endeavor, we
the students of N .I.C. do hereby
challenge the student bodies of Gonzaga~ E.W.S.G., lJ of Idaho, Wash. St.
Univ., Spokane Com. College, M.S.U.,
Spokane Falls Com. College, and
0 C.B.C. to a contest of war machines,
~ namely catapults, in accordance with
~ the following statutes:

'i

!!?..

-·~.

. Industrial technology students worked
diligently Saturday on their competitive
catapult. The fruits of the Industrial
Technology DepartlJ!ent's engineering
genius will be reaped on the shores of
Lake Coeur d'Alene April 24.

l'•a- hNlta

I) Thou shalt not exceed $1,000 in
materials.
2) Thou shalt not procure chemical,
thermal or electrical assistance.
3) Thou shalt maintain thy catapults
self contained .
4) Thy catapult shalt not exceet 25
cubits (37 .5 ft.) in size.
5) Thou shalt deem thy machine safe.
6) Thou shaft employ only 3 persons
for the operation.
I,

I

7) Thou shalt arm thy machine ~ith
one empty 16 gallon brew keg.
8) Thou shalt prepare to hurl thy
projectile from the fields of N .I.C.
to the waters of the Coeur
d'Alene.
9) Thou shalt measure the distance
achieved by triangulation.
I 0) Thou shalt make only three
attempts at hurling thy projectile.
All operators of the catapults are
required to wear Roman costumes the
day of the contest. The first statute
stating that only a maximum of $1,000
can be spent on the completion of the
catapult has been lifted, and presently
no limit has been set.
Because of its originality the catapult
contest has drawn the interest of many
people. The National Society of
Professional Engineers (NSPE) · in
Washington, D.C., has contacted
North Idaho College showing an inter~st in including an article about the
contest in the '(NSPE) magazine. For
additional coverage N .l.C. has also
contacted the Wild World of Sports for
possible television and radio broadcasting. They are also looking into the
Guinness Book of World Records, in the
event they set a new record.
N.I.C . is in the process of selecting a

Easterner

final _location for the contest. A thirtyseven and one-half foot cube will be
allowed for each school's catapult,
although their tie-downs are allowed to
reach '(). utside the limits set.
Eastcrn's Industrial Technology
Dept. has completed the analysis and
design phases of the catapult project.
They have about nine-tenths of the
materials needed to build their
catapult.
The materials consist of 18 railroad
ties, six tons of lead, 200 yards of steel
and a main beam which is 28 feet long,
and 9 inches wide by 17 inches across.
The beam was donated by the owners
of the Rospen Ranch located in
Wilbur, Washington.
When asked how they attained these
materials, the builders replied, "We
had to beg, borrow and steal, plus
donations." Olympia Brewing Co. is
supplying the kegs.
·
Help is needed in order to make this
project a success. Not only man power
is needed, but the girls can lend a hand
too. There is a sign up sheet in Cheney
Hall for those willing to help. For
further information, contact Dean
Martin or Dave Hufford and get involved .
The contest is tentatively ·set to take
place April 24th at N .1.C.
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